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Optional Materials

Overlay

1430psi150℃

Deco Paper

Melamine Resin Treated

Kraft Paper

Phenolic Resin Treated

Deco Paper

Melamine Resin Treated

Overlay

1430psi150℃

The material of the table top is made from layers of phenolic resin kraft under 

high temperature and pressure facing with the laminate sheets. It is toughed 

warmer than those typical acrylic or polyester materials. It can bear with the 

strong impact and fit in wet or dry environment and the anti-microbial and anti-

corrosion of the panel make the table to be used for longtime and keep the 

sanitation. 

1. Compact Laminate Board

2.HPL Composite Board

HPL composite board consists of the top and bottom HPL facing up to 1.5mm 

and MDF (moistureproof density fiber)whose available thickness is 19mm, 21mm 

and 28mm as core. Edge covered can be about 15mm thick, the real thickness is 

determined by the site conditions.

• With the function as HPL in waterproof and fireproof

• Secured not to deform during application period

• Extremely light weight makes your life easier

• leasing appearance with smooth feeling

Features

3. Exterior Laminate Board 

Exterior Laminate Board was made by compact laminate with a two-layer high efficient weather-and UV-protection film.. The film 

brings the following features linked to the low surface tension, optimal UV resistance and high chemical resistance.

2mm Arris Shakenose Radius Bullnose

Edge Profiles

UV resistant

 (Apply for exterior laminate)

Water, moisture, 

heat & fire Resistant

Chemical resistance Anti corrosion

Impact resistant Scratch resistant Wear resistant Not transformed easily

Anti graffiti

Does not need edge banding
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Restaurant Table

High grade laminate table top used as the coffee and restaurant desk can not enjoy the long useful life with the 

easy cleaning lamiante sheet , but also has a variety of color choices with different surface treatment, which can 

meet your requirement on different surface materials.

Besides of the regular shapes, Jialfu also accept the customized shape of the top according to customer requirement.
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700mm
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720mm

80mm



Restaurant Table

1200mm

600mm
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A clean and new-brand restaurant table top can not only enhance the level of the 

whole restaurant,but also can attract customers’ attention and increase the turnover 

of the store.  The restaurant table top offered by Jialifu which can be placed indoor or 

outdoor is sure to meet your requirements no matter the appearance or performance. 

The smooth surface made of laminate sheet makes the greasy dirt and bacterial easy to 

be cleaned. There is no problem to be used for for 15 years with no color fading.

600mm

720mm

80mm

40
0m

m

Here, JIALIFU can help you do any design for the tables that match your restaurant well.For example,you can print or engrave the 

draw on the surface.



The Reception Desk 

The reception desk is different from the conference table or restaurant 

table. It is required to be concise and seen comfortable but can not be 

quite casual, whose choice and combination should rely on the visual 

effect of the 3D design.

Jialifu just the right manufacturer with a professional design team who 

knows well of the 3D design and product mix solutions, they can work 

out the 3D drawing and provide the scheme according to customers’ 

requirements or the view of the whole building. 

The smooth edge processing of the table top can avoid hurt or scratch. 

The combination of the table top with stainless 

steel frame seems simple and bald while it is quite 

firm and stable. Heat sealed adhesion technology 

makes the table top stay its position and can not 

be removed easily. The drawbench suface finished 

stainless steel frame can match with any color of 

the table top and stains on the surface can be 

easily cleaned  
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Exterior Table Top 

With colorful exterior tables and seating, JIALIFU outdoor furniture provide you a comfortable 

environment for resting.
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Table Top: Dia600mm

Chair Top: Dia300mm

Exterior table top made of JIALIFU exterior laminate board can be absolutely exposed to 

sunny or rainy environment rest assure,because of the waterproof and fungi-proofing 

matrial. High density and strength of the table top is free of strong impact or edge tool 

scratches. Logo and pattern printing are available.   



Outdoor Table & Seating

The combination of the compact laminate top with stainless steel frame shows the fashionable 

and simple atmosphere. The high grade stainless steel is secured not easy to rust even though 

exposing to burning sun or heavy rain, struture design also makes it possible to keep and bear 

the original shape and no matter what kinds of panel on it. The hollow design is both attacting 

and fashionable.
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Concise but elaborate table design is the ideal choice for the 

conferrence table.

The table can be round, rectangular,square or elliptical or you 

can make your special conference table and size by contacting 

us Jialifu to come true your idea.Besides,the conference table is 

made of durable material in resin, laminate, and melamine with 

perfect edge processing,which means you can rest assured that 

they’re built to last.

Conference table HPL Composite Table Top

Jialifu HPL Composite table top is friendly to combine with any frame. Customer 

can choose different colors of composite table top according to the place and 

other accessories. Multiple colors  and functions not only fashinable but also 

practical is your best choice for table top.
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Airport Table

Airport table top has a number of choices in facing color to support the seat to 

provide comvenience for users. 

The smooth surface of the table can release burden of the attendant and the use 

won't feel a sense of oil on the surface. Available for customization.
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Office Table

Modern office should equip with the accordant desk. Jialifu office desk is always in the line of fashion, the prudent and concise 

color can well fit in the atmosphere of the office. You won’t feel uncomfortable even though you stay all the time in the office 

for the environmental-friendly material causing no harm to health and lowing formaldehyde emission under the Standard 

provisions.

Specification

Item Shapes
Sizes

(mm/pc)

Weight

(kgs/pc)

Quantity

(pcs/pallet)

Net Weight

(kgs/pallet)

Quantity

(pcs/20Gp)

Net Weight

(kgs/20Gp)

600×600×12 6.48 140 907.20 3780 24494.40

700×700×12 8.82 140 1234.80 3360 29635.20

750×750×12 10.13 140 1417.50 2240 22680.00

800×800×12 11.52 140 1612.80 1960 22579.20

600×800×12 8.64 140 1209.60 3220 27820.80

600×1200×12 12.96 70 907.20 1820 23587.20

700×1800×12 22.68 70 1587.60 1120 25401.60

800×1800×12 25.92 70 1814.40 980 25401.60

φ500×12 3.53 60 211.95 5280 18651.60

φ600×12 5.09 70 356.08 3780 19228.10

φ700×12 6.92 70 484.66 3360 23263.63

φ750×12 7.95 70 556.37 2240 17803.80

φ800×12 9.04 70 633.02 1960 17724.67

φ900×12 11.45 70 801.17 1680 19228.10

φ1000×12 14.13 70 989.10 1400 19782.00

Compact

Laminate Table

Top

Square

Rectangle

Round
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